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Alvarion® Showcases 4G WiMAX™ Infrastructure
and Smart Grid Connectivity Solutions at UTC
Telecom 2010
Alvarion Ltd. is showcasing its best-of-breed award-winning 4G WiMAX
infrastructure and optimized smart grid connectivity solutions at UTC Telecom 2010
May 23–26 in Indianapolis. Alvarion will highlight its market leading 4G WiMAX
technology which ensures low latency, QoS, scalable, real-time and secure
broadband communication for mission critical grid devices.
Product Portfolio Highlights: Alvarion will showcase an extensive portfolio of
WiMAX equipment for licensed, licensed-exempt, and 3.65 GHz quasi-licensed
frequencies, including its BreezeMAX®, and BreezeMAX Extreme 3650.
Alvarion Smart Grid Session: Alvarion’s Eedo Liftshitz, director business
development, will be part of a session discussing “4G WiMAX for the smart grid –
why WiMAX?” being moderated by Monica Paolina, from Senza Fili. This session will
take place on Monday, May 24 from 4:30 to 5:45 p.m. in Room 108 and will focus on
the smart grid solution implementation, specifically addressing wireless
architecture, communications infrastructure and end-to-end system integration. The
panel will also include vendor experts on smart meters, distribution automation,
smart meter aggregation and end-to-end system integration to provide the
perspective of the entire ecosystem.
Alvarion will also participate in a panel discussion on Tuesday, May 25 from 3:00 to
4:15 p.m. in room 104 titled “4G emerging technologies – what's right for you? Part 2.” This panel discussion, hosted by Ashish Sharma, vice president of
marketing for Alvarion, will provide an opportunity to ask questions about the next
generation technologies from equipment manufacturers, carriers and utilities.
Alvarion’s broad portfolio of wireless solutions is ideally suited to build the next
generation smart grid infrastructure. The industry leading portfolio includes WiMAX
products for licensed, license-exempt, and 3.65 GHz quasi-licensed frequencies,
point-to-point and point-to-multipoint license-exempt broadband wireless products,
license-exempt backhaul products and a variety of end user devices for fixed and
mobile services.
Alvarion’s all IP solutions provide advanced features such as low latency,
enhanced coverage and capacity, enhanced security based on standardized WiMAX
protocol and quality of service. Because of the all IP nature, these solutions can be
easily scaled and result in a very quick network rollout.
“Our all-IP end-to-end 4G WiMAX and wireless broadband portfolio for smart grid
connectivity exemplifies innovation and leadership in this growing market,” said
Ashish Sharma. “As the utilities look to create their smart grid architecture, our field
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proven solution based on the latest 4G technology will provide them with an optimal
business case.”
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